fluid Trim for Thermostatic valve with 2-Way Diverter Round Plate and Square Handle
Model: FP6051243-2TH
Includes:
- FP805100 Sleeve Tube for Therm Rough-in
- FP605351 Square handle for Therm rough-in
- FP801013 Sleeve Tube for diverter rough-in
- FP605752 Square diverter handle
- FP6001142-2TH Round Cover Plate

Specifications
- Metal construction for durability and reliability
- Square handles for thermostatic and diverter valve
- Round brass cover plate
- Requires Thermostatic rough-in with 2-way diverter F5002B
- Valve and trim packages are sold separately

Finish
- CP (Polished Chrome)
- PVD-BN (PVD Brushed Nickel)

Codes and Standards
- ANSI/ASME A112.18.1
- CSA B125.1
- ADA
- IAPMO / cUPC Listed

Warranty
- Limited Lifetime Faucet Warranty against material and manufacturing defects for residential use.
- 2 Year Limited Warranty on all industrial, commercial and business applications.

Specifications
- O.D. 7 1/16" [180mm]
- 1/4" [6mm]
- 13 1/16" [20mm]
- 1 3/16" [30mm]
- 7/8" [48mm]